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ABSTRACT Very deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have recently achieved great success in
stereo matching. It is still highly desirable to learn a robust feature map to improve ill-posed regions,
such as weakly textured regions, reflective surfaces, and repetitive patterns. Therefore, we propose an endto-end multi-dimensional residual dense attention network (MRDA-Net) in this paper, focusing on more
comprehensive pixel-wise feature extraction. Our proposed network consists of two parts: the 2D residual
dense attention net for feature extraction and the 3D convolutional attention net for matching. Our designed
2D residual dense attention net uses a dense network structure to fully exploit the hierarchical features from
preceding convolutional layers and uses residual network structure to fuse low-level structure information
and high-level semantic information. The 2D attention module of the net aims to adaptively recalibrate
channel-wise features to be more concerned about informative features. Our proposed 3D convolutional
attention net further expands attention mechanism for matching. The stacked hourglass module of the net
is exploited to extract multi-scale context information as well as geometry information. The novel 3D
attention module of the net aggregates hierarchical sub-cost volumes adaptively instead of manually and then
achieves a comprehensive recalibrated cost volume for more correct disparity computation. The experiments
demonstrate that our approach achieves the state-of-the-art accuracy on Scene Flow dataset and KITTI
2012 and KITTI 2015 Stereo datasets.
INDEX TERMS Stereo matching, multi-dimensional, residual dense attention, hierarchical, 3D attention
mechanism.

I. INTRODUCTION

Stereo matching is important for calculating disparity from
stereo images, which plays a critical role in autonomous
navigation, 3D reconstruction, and 3D tracking. Given a pair
of rectified images, the task of stereo matching is to compute
the disparity d for each pixel in reference image. Extensive
studies have been carried out for this task, which includes
conventional methods (including local and global methods)
and popular deep learning methods. However, the disparity of
ill-posed regions, such as weakly-textured regions, reflective
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surfaces, and repetitive patterns, still need to be calculated
accurately.
Most conventional local methods are following the typical four-stage pipeline [3]: matching cost computation, cost
aggregation, disparity computation, and disparity refinement.
For matching cost computation, Census [34] alleviates the
drawback of the sum of absolute differences method which
is sensitive to light change, by introducing binary coding
and hamming distance. Nevertheless, the light robustness
of the Census transform is kept with a large kernel size.
Zhan et al. [2] use the combination of the double-RGB gradient difference, lightweight Census, and color difference on
guidance image to obtain a competitive matching cost. However, it requires heavy parameter-regulating. Global methods
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such as Graph Cuts [4] and Belief Propagation [5] formulate
stereo matching as an optimization problem by involving
smoothness constraints for neighboring pixels, which require
longer execution time. In brief, existing conventional methods are mainly limited by the feature extraction ability.
In recent years, some neural networks-based algorithms
have shown their more powerful feature extraction ability than conventional methods. MC-CNN [1] first applies
deep learning method to learn how to match corresponding points in matching cost computation. Next, inspired by
MC-CNN, many methods put forth effort neural networksbased algorithms for stereo matching. For example, DRR [7]
decomposes the disparity estimation task into multiple steps.
CRL [9] cascades a residual learning network based on DispNetC [8] with an 2D encoder-decoder structure. However,
they are based on 2D-only CNN, which cannot extract geometry information adequately. Therefore, GC-Net [10] introduces 3D CNN into stereo matching. Further, PSMNet [11]
presents a pyramid stereo matching network inspired by PSPNet [12] and uses the stacked 3D CNN hourglass module.
They can extract geometry information from stereo images
well at the cost of computation burden. The fundamental
thought of existing neural networks-based methods is to make
efforts to fully exploit local and global context information
as well as geometry information commonly. However, these
networks are going deeper, which results in low-level structure information being missed, e.g. edges, corners. It is still
difficult to find accurate corresponding points in inherently
ill-posed regions.
Some recent studies attempt to incorporate complementary information, such as object, semantic, edge, or sparse
depth information, to get superior disparity map [18]–[21].
Since these methods rely on the complementary information,
such a category can be regarded as complementation-based
methods. However, these methods usually require expensive
corresponding ground truth data. In this paper, we make
an effort to improve the above problems without adding
complementary information. Inspired by PSMNet [11] and
RDNet [25], we present an end-to-end multi-dimensional
residual dense attention network with less network layers for
stereo matching.
A 2D residual dense attention net is designed to extract
hierarchical features of left and right images. The attention
module of the net is used to focus on the informative channel
features. A 3D convolutional attention net is designed to
further extract multi-scale context information as well as
geometry information by stacked hourglass architecture and
adaptively recalibrate hierarchical sub-cost volumes by 3D
attention module. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is
the first one to propose 3D attention module to adaptively and
effectively aggregate hierarchical sub-cost volumes, which
boosts the performance through emphasizing informative
aggregation features.
Our main contributions are listed below:
• An end-to-end complementation-free deep learning
framework for stereo matching is proposed.
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•

•

The proposed MRDA-Net achieves state-of-the-art
accuracy on the Scene Flow dataset, KITTI 2015, and
KITTI 2012 dataset.
The residual dense network structure is first introduced
into stereo matching to extract hierarchical features, and
attention mechanism is incorporated into it to pay more
attention to informative features for improvement.
A 3D attention module is proposed, which adaptively
recalibrates and aggregates hierarchical sub-cost volumes obtained from different network depths. To the
best of our knowledge, we are the first one to expand
2D attention mechanism into 3D attention for adaptive
cost aggregation.

II. RELATED WORK
A. COMPLEMENTATION-FREE METHODS

The methods, which only take left and right images as input
and ground truth of disparity as supervised information without any auxiliary information, are called complementationfree methods. According to the basic network structure,
we roughly summarize the complementation-free methods
into convolutional neural networks-based and recurrent neural networks-based.
1) CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS-BASED

Mayer et al. [8] offer a large-scale synthetic dataset and
propose an end-to-end network for disparity, optical flow,
and scene flow estimation with an encoder-decoder structure.
Based on [8], [9]–[11] predict dense disparity map in an endto-end framework. Ye et al. [6] leverage ensemble learning in
refining outliers within the hourglass architecture to improve
the accuracy of stereo matching. In addition, 3D CNN has
indeed contributed greatly to the accuracy improvement of
stereo matching. GC-Net [10] first proposes 3D CNN architecture which explicitly incorporates context and geometry information over cost volume for stereo matching task.
PSMNet [11] adopts 3D CNN architecture to regularize cost
volume using stacked multiple hourglass networks with intermediate supervision. Similarly, Lu et al. [13] try to extract
rich context and semantic information through multi-scale
matching cost computation and multi-dimensional aggregation operation. PDSNet [14] exploits 3D CNN architecture
to optimize cost volume, and presents an application-friendly
stereo matching network, which does not need to set the
maximum disparity value. Similar to abovementioned methods, our method makes use of a 3D CNN structure, and we
incorporate 3D attention module for improvement.
2) RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORKS-BASED

Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) have been introduced into
stereo matching task. Zhong et al. [23] take a continuous
stereo video as input instead of stereo images, which exploit
recurrent nature to memorize and learn from its past experiences to apperceive unseen environments. LRCR [24] proposes a left-right comparative recurrent model. The left-right
VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 1. An overview of our MRDA-Net. The left and right images are fed to Siamese feature extraction consisting of shallow feature extraction
module, stacked residual dense attention (RDA) module (‘‘×3 and concat’’ means that 3 RDA submodules are stacked and then concatenated), and
down-sampling module. The left and right feature volumes are used to obtain a 4D feature volume, which is fed into matching net consisting of the
stacked hourglass module and the 3D attention module. The matching net is mainly performed by 3D CNN. For simplicity, the skip connections of the
stacked hourglass structure drawing lessons from [11] are omitted.

consistency checking and disparity estimation are performed
jointly rather than separately. However, the recurrent convolutional operation suffers from the burden on both computation
and memory.
B. COMPLEMENTATION-BASED METHODS

Some studies attempt to incorporate object, semantic,
edge, or sparse depth information to refine matching cost
computation and cost aggregation [18]–[21]. Displets [18]
uses object knowledge that obtained by modeling 3D vehicles
to resolve the stereo ambiguities for disparity estimation. The
SegStereo [19] and DispSegNet [20] incorporate prior semantic information into stereo matching. The EdgeStereo [21]
borrows the network architecture of edge detector HED [22]
and achieves the mutual promotion between the edge detection task and stereo matching task. Cheng et al. [15], [16] take
extra sparse disparity data from LiDAR as complementary
input, and learn the affinity matrix through a novel convolutional spatial propagation network following [17]. However,
these complementation-based methods usually require corresponding ground truth of auxiliary data for training.
C. ATTENTION MECHANISM

Attention can be regarded as a guidance to assign larger
weight to the most informative components of input. Tentative works have been proposed in recent years. Hu et al. [29]
emphasize that the importance of different channel features is different, and propose a squeeze-and-excitation
block to model channel-wise relationships, which has
been verified to be effective in image classification task.
VOLUME 7, 2019

Li et al. [30] successfully combine attention mechanism and
spatial pyramid to extract precise dense features in semantic
segmentation task. Jiao et al. [31] introduce the attention
idea into the loss function of monocular depth estimation.
To the best of our knowledge, few work has been proposed
to investigate the effect of attention in stereo matching task.
Most recently, Sang et al. [35] propose a MCANet, and
introduce attention mechanism in stereo matching network,
which is based on only-2D CNN. Its disparity accuracy is not
good as ours. In this paper, we apply the 2D attention module
into feature extraction net named residual dense attention net
for obtaining feature volumes of left and right images. Moreover, we expand it into 3D attention module for adaptively
aggregating hierarchical sub-cost volumes in the matching
stage.
III. OUR APPROACH

In this paper, similar to [10], [11], [14], we decompose the
stereo matching task into Siamese feature extraction, matching (including cost aggregation), and disparity computation.
Siamese feature extraction net and matching net are two focal
points of our work. An overview of our approach is illustrated
in Fig. 1. On the whole, the first inputs are left and right
images, the last output is a disparity map.
Specifically, the Siamese feature extraction net consists of
three modules: shallow features extraction module, stacked
residual dense attention module, and down-sampling module.
The outputs of the Siamese feature extraction net are feature
volumes of left and right images. The matching net is equivalent to matching cost computation and cost aggregation in
51683
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FIGURE 2. The detailed schematic diagram of the residual dense attention structure.

conventional stereo algorithms. We take experience from [26]
to form a 4D feature volume that will be used as the input of
the successive matching net, named 3D convolutional attention net. Last but not least, up-sampling is used to recover
the size of cost volume to size of original image by linear
interpolation. Then we use disparity regression as proposed
in GC-Net [10] to estimate the continuous disparity map.
A. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
1) SIAMESE FEATURE EXTRACTION NET: 2D RESIDUAL
DENSE ATTENTION NET

Many studies have been carried out on feature extraction in
stereo matching. It is difficult to know the context relationship only through the intensities of all pixels. Rich image
features are required to understand the context information
and geometry information, particularly for ill-posed regions.
For example, a car running on the road has windows, tires,
mirrors, and hoods, etc. To better compute the disparity of the
car, we need to perceive not only the car, but also the abovementioned parts of the car. In this paper, a residual dense
attention net is proposed for incorporating richer hierarchical
context information. Our concrete net architecture schematic
is shown in the left box named Siamese Feature Extraction
Net (FEN) in Fig. 1. I represents Il and Ir for simplicity, due to
the uniformity of operation on Il and Ir . The input and output
are denoted by I and FVout respectively. The overall process
can be formulated as
FVout = Ffen (I )

(1)

where Ffen (·) denotes the FEN net operation. The FEN net
includes the shallow feature extraction module, the stacked
residual dense attention module, and the down-sampling
module. Details of these modules will be elaborated in the
following.
Shallow feature extraction module For the shallow feature extraction module, two convolutional layers are used
to extract shallow features (SF) that can highlight low-level
structure information. The module can be summarized as
SF = Fsf (I )

(2)

where Fsf denotes the convolution operation.
Stacked residual dense attention module For the stacked
residual dense attention module, it can be regarded as a
composite operation with stacked residual dense attention
51684

FIGURE 3. The detailed schematic diagram of the feature recalibration
through 2D attention module. r denotes the compression ratio, which can
be used to further fuse multi-channel features and reduce computation
load. It is set to be 4 in our network.

(RDA) submodules. In the composite operation, these RDA
submodules are concatenated. Next three simple convolutional layers are successively conducted to fuse them to obtain
deep features DF. Finally, we conduct the fusion of shallow
features SF and deep features DF incorporating hierarchical
context information with skip connection. The fused features
(FF), which contain the low-level structure information and
high-level semantic information, is achieved so far.
Specifically, as shown in Fig. 2, the RDA submodule draws
lessons from residual network structure [28] and dense network structure [27]. The nuclear primitive of the original
residual structure, some convolutional layers, are replaced
by a four-layer dense network structure and attention unit.
Each layer of the dense network structure can be regarded
as a composite function which consists of convolution, batch
normalization, and ReLU. The attention unit in RDA submodule is shown in Fig. 3, which is responsible for recalibrating the features obtained from dense convolutional network
through the relationship among channel features in detail. The
attention unit can automatically learn and increase the weight
of the informative features. Obviously, high-frequency
channel-wise features are more informative for high-accuracy
disparity computation. It should be promising to obtain
improvements if the attention unit pays more attention to such
channel-wise features. We will investigate the effect of the
attention unit in Sec. IV-C.1.
Down-sampling module In order to reduce the computational complexity, we use naive convolution operation for
down-sampling on feature volume (H × W × 64 ). The final
size of feature volume is H /4 × W /4 × 32. The process can
VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 4. The detailed schematic diagram of the aggregated feature recalibration on multiple sub-cost volumes through 3D attention module.
C 0 denotes the number of sub-cost volume, which is set to be 3 here. In the process of the recalibration, different colors represent different
response values.

be modeled as

B. LOSS FUNCTION

FVout = Fds (FF)

(3)

where Fds is the down-sampling operation. The downsampling operation is performed by two convolutional layers,
in each of which 1/2 down-sampling is performed.
2) MATCHING NET: 3D CONVOLUTIONAL ATTENTION NET

As shown in Fig. 1, the matching net consists of the stacked
hourglass module and the 3D attention module. The stacked
hourglass module draws lessons from [11]. The stacked hourglass module is used to further extract multi-scale context
information as well as geometry information. Similar to [11]
and [15], we stack three hourglass architectures. We let each
of them generate a cost volume, and then concatenate them
to form 4D sub-cost volumes, which are fed into 3D attention module. Finally, the recalibrated sub-cost volumes are
achieved by multiplying the corresponding response values
obtained by 3D attention module.
In matching net, we present a 3D attention module for
cost aggregation by analogizing the 2D attention mechanism [29], as shown in Fig. 4. The 3D attention module is
used for adaptively recalibrating and aggregating multiple
sub-cost volumes, which are from different network depths.
The module indicates that the support regions of pixels in the
cost aggregation of conventional method could be selected
adaptively.
To be specific, we use the simplest aggregation strategy,
3D global average pooling, to obtain the initial response
value of each sub-cost volume, noting that more sophisticated
aggregation methods could be also considered. In addition,
in order to selectively emphasize informative aggregation
features of sub-cost volumes and suppress less useful ones,
it must be able to learn a nonlinear interaction between subcost volumes, and it also must learn a non-mutually-exclusive
relationship to ensure that multiple sub-cost volumes could
be emphasized opposed to one-hot activation. So two fully
connected (FC) layers and sigmoid activation function are
adopted to obtain response values.
VOLUME 7, 2019

We use disparity regression method soft argmin as proposed
in GCNet [10] to compute disparity, which is different from
winner-takes-all (WTA). The WTA directly chooses the optimal disparity value corresponding to the minimum cost at
every pixel, while soft argmin converts the final cost volume
into probability volume, and then multiplies each disparity
with its corresponding probability to obtain the final estimated disparity at each pixel. In this way, the information is
fully exploited to achieve a more reasonable result.
For regression problems, the most-used loss functions
are mean square error (L2) and mean absolute error (L1).
In CSPN [15], it is proved that L1 loss function performs better than L2. Therefore, we adopt the smooth L1 loss function
to train our MRDA-Net. The loss function is defined as
Loss =

N

1 X 
l1 di − d̂i
N

(4)

i=1

where N denotes the number of labeled pixels, d denotes the
ground truth disparity, and d̂ denotes the estimated disparity.
In Equ. 4,
 

0.5 d − d̂ 2
if di − d̂i < 1
i
i
l1 (di − d̂i ) =
(5)
 d − d̂ − 0.5
otherwise
i

i

where D denotes maximum disparity value.
IV. EXPERIMENT

In this section, some experiments are carried out to evaluate
the proposed MRDA-Net. We evaluation our network from
two perspectives: (1) the overall performance of our approach
compared with other state-of-the-art methods. (2) The ablation study for our proposed 2D residual dense attention net
and 3D convolutional attention net.
A. DATASETS AND IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

We evaluate our MRDA-Net on Scene Flow dataset, KITTI
2015, and KITTI 2012 stereo dataset.
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FIGURE 5. The visualization results of Scene Flow Dataset. The results show that it exactly improves challenging ill-posed regions, such as leftmost
occlusions, detail regions, and plane regions.

1) SCENE FLOW DATASET

The Scene Flow dataset is a synthetic dataset, which includes
not only outdoor scene but also indoor scene. It consists
of three sub-datasets: Driving, Monkaa, and FlyingThing3d.
The dataset contains 35454 training image pairs and 4370
testing image pairs, and provides elaborate as well as dense
disparity maps. The resolution of the image is 540 × 960
(H × W ). Our MRDA-Net is trained on the complete dataset.
Similar to PSMNet [11], if the disparity is larger than the
maximum disparity value set in our experiment, the pixel
corresponding to the disparity will be excluded in the loss
computation.
2) KITTI 2015 DATASET

The dataset is collected using a driving car in real-world,
which only has outdoor streetscape. The dataset contains
200 training image pairs and 200 testing image pairs, and
provides sparse ground truth disparity maps of training image
pairs that are obtained using LiDAR. For pixels that do not
have ground truth, the disparity is set to 0. To test the generalization ability of our network, like [11], we randomly select
80% of training image pairs (160 image pairs) as training set
to fine-tune our MRDA-Net, and then use the remaining 20%
(40 image pairs) as validation set.
3) KITTI 2012 DATASET

Similar to KITTI 2015, KITTI 2012 has only outdoor
streetscape. The dataset contains 194 training image pairs
51686

and 195 testing image pairs, and provides sparse ground truth
disparity maps of training image pairs.
Our proposed MRDA-Net was implemented based on
PyTorch platform using Adam optimizer (β1 = 0.9, β2 =
0.999), The network is trained on two NVIDIA Titan-X GPUs
with 12GB memory, the batch size is set to 4 for training, each
GPU is allocated 2. The training process took about 30 hours
for 10 epochs, the fine-tuning process took about 6 hours for
300 epochs. Following prior works [32], [33], we use a poly
learning rate strategy on epoch. The specific learning rate is
lrepoch = l0 × (1 − epoch/nEpochs)0.9

(6)

where base learning rate l0 is set to 0.001 in both train
and fine-tuning stages. nEpochs denotes the total number of
epoch. For data augmentation, we only randomly crop the
original input image pair into fixed size, which reduces the
memory usage during training simultaneously.
B. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH
STATE-OF-THE-ART

Comparison on Scene Flow Dataset To verify the effectiveness of the proposed network, we compared our method
with our baseline and other state-of-the-art methods, including PSMNet [11], PDSNet [14], MCA-Net [35], CRL [9],
DispNetC [8], GC-Net [10] on the Scene Flow test set. The
qualitative evaluation results are illustrated in Tab. 1. It can
be seen that our method outperforms the baseline network
PSMNet by 13.7%, which proves our designed network
VOLUME 7, 2019
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TABLE 1. The comparison results on Scene Flow test set. The ‘‘EPE’’ refers to End-point-error.

TABLE 2. Network setting. The × means the module is not used, and the X means the module is used.

FIGURE 6. The visualization results of KITTI 2015 validation set.

is effective. We also show some disparity results on the
dataset in Fig. 5. It is obvious that our network performs better
in challenging ill-posed regions, such as leftmost occlusions,
detail regions, and weakly-textured plane regions.
Comparison on KITTI 2015/2012 Dataset Further,
we compare the results with PSMNet [11] under the same
training conditions except batchsize. The batchsize of [11]
is 12, while our batchsize is 4 during training because of
the limitations of graphics card resources. The experimental results show that our MRDA-Net still performs better than PSMNet [11] on the same 40 validation sets of
KITTI 2015 training set. The qualitative evaluation results
are illustrated in Tab. 2. We compute the percentage of
3-pixel-error on KITTI 2015 validation set and end-pointerror on Scene Flow test set. As listed in the last row with all
modules, our designed MRDA-Net achieves the best result, a
1.78 3-pixel-error rate on KITTI 2015 validation set and
a 0.94 end-point-error on Scene Flow test set. Our result
outperforms the baseline PSMNet by 10.1% on KITTI
2015 validation set. Some disparity results are visualized
in Fig. 6. The second row illustrates two examples of our
baseline PSMNet, showing disparity maps and corresponding
error maps. The third row illustrates our results and errors.
As can be seen from Fig. 6, our results are more correct
VOLUME 7, 2019

TABLE 3. Result on KITTI 2015.

in reflective regions (ie. surface of vehicle) and repetitive
patterns (i.e. fence regions), which are indicated by the yellow
boxes.
Then we compare our MRDA-Net with other state-ofthe-art methods. These results are obtained based on KITTI
51687
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FIGURE 7. The visualization results of KITTI 2012 Dataset.

FIGURE 8. The visualization results of heatmaps in residual dense attention net, which are based on the model trained on Scene Flow dataset. The
red means the pixels are assigned more response while the blue less response.

evaluation server. The qualitative evaluation results are illustrated in Tab. 3. In the table, we can see our network is superior to state-of-the-art methods in overall three-pixel-error
(D1-all), especially background regions (D1-bg). For the
error in the foreground regions (D1-fg), where the disparity
values are usually larger than background, our results are not
good as the methods [8], [9], [14]. It is probably because we
set the maximum disparity value and down-sample the value
for reducing computation of 3D CNN.
The evaluation on KITTI 2012 is similar to KITTI 2015.
The qualitative evaluation results are illustrated in Tab. 4. Our
experimental result performs better than these state-of-the-art
algorithms. The two-pixel-error rate in non-occluded regions
of the proposed MRDA-Net is low to 2.40%. Some disparity
results are shown in Fig. 7. Our network more correctly
predicts the disparities in reflective regions (i.e. surface of
51688

TABLE 4. Result on KITTI 2012.

vehicle) and weakly-textured regions (ie. walls), as indicated
by the yellow boxes.
VOLUME 7, 2019
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C. ABLATION STUDY
1) ABLATION STUDY FOR 2D RESIDUAL
DENSE ATTENTION NET

In this subsection, effectiveness of our design choice is empirically proved. For the ablation study of 2D residual dense
attention net, we prove that our proposed net with attention
mechanism is better than naive residual dense net. The comparison results are shown in Tab. 2. As can be seen, the sixth
and eighth rows of the table indicate the 3-pixel-error rate on
KITTI 2015 validation set reduces from 1.82 to 1.78, and the
end-point-error on Scene Flow test set reduces from 0.97 to
0.94. Moreover, as illustrated by Fig. 8, the informative
high-frequency features such as the edges and details are
assigned higher response values after attention module.
It shows that the net with the 2D attention module effectively
emphasizes informative or challenging features to achieve
better disparity map than without attention. In addition,
according to the third and fifth rows of the table, we can see
the residual dense architecture introduced by us is verified to
be more effective than spatial pyramid pooling architecture
used in [11].
2) ABLATION STUDY FOR 3D CONVOLUTIONAL
ATTENTION NET

We compare the proposed adaptive cost aggregation by using
3D attention module with PSMNet [11] which needs to
set parameters manually. The 3D convolutional attention
net automatically aggregates hierarchical sub-cost volumes,
which indicates that the support regions of pixels in the cost
aggregation of conventional method are selected adaptively.
As shown in Tab. 2, the contrast between the third and fourth
rows, the contrast between the fifth and sixth rows, and the
contrast between the seventh and eighth rows all prove the
effectiveness of 3D convolutional attention module. Specifically, even in the case of adding only 3D attention module,
as listed in the fourth row of the Tab. 2, the result is better than
the best one in [11] obtained by tedious manual parameter
adjustment, which is listed in the third row. When all modules
are added, the result is significantly superior to [11]. As listed
in the third and eighth rows of the Tab. 2, the 3-pixel-error
rate on KITTI 2015 validation set reduces from 1.98 to 1.78,
and the end-point-error on Scene Flow test set reduces from
1.09 to 0.94.
V. CONCLUSION

We propose an end-to-end complementation-free stereo
matching network, named Multi-dimensional Residual Dense
Attention Network (MRDA-Net). Our proposed network is
based on two key parts. One is 2D residual dense attention net,
which is mainly used to extract delicate and robust features of
input images with 2D attention mechanism paying attention
to informative features. The net can be applied into other
pixel-wise tasks, e.g. semantic segmentation. The other is
3D convolutional attention net. A novel 3D attention module
is proposed to adaptively recalibrate and aggregate hierarchical sub-cost volumes to obtain robust cost volume for
VOLUME 7, 2019

more correct disparity computation. Extensive experiments
demonstrate that our network effectively improves the overall
disparity accuracy and disparities of challenging regions such
as detail regions, weakly-textured plane regions. In the future
work, we will consider to incorporate the idea of spatial
attention into stereo matching network for further research.
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